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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to 
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the 
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the 
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts 
as the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine revelation

My sons and daughters, when you speak of love, you always put your ideas and 
experiences into this term. How could it be otherwise? Although you are spiritual beings 
who carry My love in them, you as men still have no access to the vast majority of what 
lies deep inside of you. When your soul enters your earthly body - for good reasons - the 
cloak of forgetfulness lay over it.

Therefore it is also not possible for you to really grasp My boundless love. And so you are 
dependent on associating what you consider to be love, with Me. In this way, completely 
wrong views were and are often created, which, moreover, are repeatedly and increasingly
brought into a direction that serves their interests and goals by the forces of the opposite 
side through lies, distortions and conscious misinterpretations.

In addition there is a complete ignorance among mankind about the reality of the spiritual. 
The consequence is that My human children, on the one hand, hardly know the 
innumerable aids through Me that they could make use of and thus do not make use of 
them; and, on the other hand, they are largely defenseless against the satanic influences 
that constantly affect them.

If you speak of God as love - and this My Word goes first and foremost to your scribes who
call themselves Christian - then this statement is of no use to you if it is merely trumpeted 
out into the world as a proclamation. That is why knowing only, does not bring any profit. 
On the contrary, it not only slows down the development of the soul, it also burdens the 
one who only speaks of it but does not implement it in his life, because he does not 
recognize the true greatness of My love; or because he considers it too laborious to follow 
My commandment of love; or because he represents his own interests. A study of theology
does not help you because you often immerse yourselves in texts of a faulty tradition 
instead of practicing to experience the everyday suitability of My teaching - and in this way 
to announce My love by example.

Because I Am Love, it is impossible for Me to exclude anything or anyone from My 
Love. Everything that Creation has ever produced and will continue to produce comes 
from My Love, carries My Love in it and is loved by Me for all eternity. Without any 
restrictions. So also those who have left Me eons ago, who live in the extra-heavenly 
areas including the deepest astral worlds, who also today still lead the fight against Me 
and you, who - as souls - still have to find their way back to Me, or who as men have 
entered matter! No matter to which people or culture they belong, whether they are 



atheists or adhere to one of your many religions, no matter what they look like, how they 
present themselves, what they think, what they do: All are My children, My love is for all in 
equal measure!

Whoever teaches something else, serves - intentionally or unintentionally - the opposite 
side. Or how would you classify a behaviour that claims of boundless, selfless and 
unconditional love, [but] that would select and sort out [pick favourites]?

Let My Word fall deep within you. Anchor it so firmly in you that nothing and no-one 
can ever erase it again. And let us take it as the basis for what I want to bring to you with 
My revelation today. It will then generate in you a resonance of recognition and 
understanding if you do not leave this basis again - that I Am the Infinite Love.

*

The fall of the angel or the Fall, which is also mentioned in your scriptures, took place an 
infinitely long time ago and resulted in a slow but steady descent of the formerly pure 
spirit-beings. Around their spirit bodies - originally the highest vibrating energy - they lay, 
depending on the severity of their transgressions - so-called soul shells, which in their 
entirety, are called souls.

Areas were formed outside the heavens - the ethereal [fine-material] and finally the 
material cosmos with its countless stars - which served the Fall-beings as future dwellings.
Your brothers and sisters were and are at home on all these extra-heavenly, "heavenly 
bodies", in each case where it corresponded and [still] corresponds to their vibration, their 
consciousness (1). So everything is populated, whether you notice it or not. Everywhere is 
life - and where there is life, [there] is My love; also with and in those who wanted to 
destroy the existing creation and still intend it.

When the fall of the angels had reached its deepest point through the still opposing actions
of the dark forces, there was no longer any possibility that the Fall-beings could return to 
their heavenly homeland through insight and by their own power. Then I decided to give 
My Fatherly help to all My children who lived outside their eternal home - to all souls and 
people. I incarnated among the people  as the human Jesus of Nazareth on earth, on the 
planet that serves to enable the fallen spirits to ascend step by step.

I brought men the only guideline that could free them from their attachment to matter, as 
long as they made it the yardstick of their thinking and acting; for they were farther away 
from the application of this yardstick than ever before: I brought love by living and teaching
it by example.

And I put in every person and every soul an additional energy, which since then has been 
available to everyone as the so-called Christ-spark, which can be perceived by many 
clairvoyants, as support for his way home.

I unlocked the gates of heaven again. The power of Satan and his followers was 
broken. Anyone who wanted to return to Me of his own free will, could come back to Me.

There is a reason why I place this event - which has already been described several times 
- at the beginning of My following explanations: I wish for you to develop an independent 
and self-responsible way of thinking. I desire that you work more and more with the heart-
logic that I am teaching you. It frees you from imposed beliefs and teachings which have 



been invented by scribes and authorities, and which therefore do not correspond to what I 
have taught men.

Therefore I ask you to consider how the darkness proceeded to make up for the loss it 
undoubtedly suffered through My Redeemer's Deed, or at least to limit the damage. After 
all, they have lost part of their souls enslaved by them and also of their followers, which 
they regarded as their possession, and which represented for them the resource [pool] 
from which they drew much-needed energy.

Each commander will try to see through his opponent's strategy. And without you also 
thinking and gaining knowledge, you are like leaves in the wind that can be blown in any 
direction.

The starting point:

It could not be prevented that I incarnated - the Spirit to be fought with, with all means in 
the eyes of the satanic hierarchy - which caused a tremendous outcry of anger and a 
violent outbreak of hatred among the opposing forces; for I had entered their sphere of 
power.

It could not be prevented that the man Jesus matured, that he received all the help of 
heaven and finally began his mission, which was: to proclaim My love and to exemplify it.

It could not be prevented that I worked powerfully through Jesus.

It could not be prevented that the commandment of the love of God and neighbour - as the
overbearing commandment - came into the world.

It could not be prevented that at My "death" on Golgotha, I gave all souls and people My 
strengthening energy in the form of the Christ-spark.

It could not be prevented that the people now had a signpost at hand, which enabled them 
to free themselves from the bondage of devilish powers and to return to their spiritual 
homeland.

It was not possible to prevent a time from dawning, that was marked by a spirit of 
optimism, joy and enthusiasm.

And it could not be prevented that more and more people and souls would turn their backs 
on the darkness, and thereby weaken the dark giant-realm.

And now, My sons and daughters? The satanic forces were shocked and weakened at the 
moment, but have they given up or even converted? A look back shows anyone who does 
not strictly refuse to close their eyes and ears, to the developments of the last 2,000 years 
that there has been no large-scale reversal. What possibilities remained therefore open to 
the opposing forces after they were unable to prevent what had been described above? 
What would you have planned and carried out if surrender was not an option? Which way 
did the darkness go? When searching for an answer, do not underestimate the intelligence
and refinement of the other side.

*



My incarnation has been well prepared over many hundreds of years. Although My love 
and My help was for all My sons and daughters worldwide, I had to incarnate in one 
country. Israel (2) was destined for it. From here the doctrine should spread to the whole 
world that I - the Creator of all beings, the highest authority - Am in truth a God of Love. 
And people, regardless of their religion, should be able to recognize that there is only 
one guideline needed to develop and return to Me: the effort to live love in everyday life; 
or, as I often express it: love - and nothing else.

No other reason than to show all My soul- and human children a way, which also all can 
walk equally, could not be connected with My becoming human and redemption at all. 
Everything else would not have corresponded to My justice. For the characteristic trait of 
love can be incorporated into every world view without immediately having to throw one's 
own beliefs overboard. Which, by the way, as Jesus of Nazareth, I have never demanded. 
As a person I also grew up with Jewish ideas and was brought up in the Jewish faith.

And yet, as Jesus, I taught nothing else but love for the heavenly Father and for all 
creatures! And to all those who still believe or claim something else, I say: "I have not 
brought a new religion and have not founded a church. I Am freedom and lead My children
into freedom.

The principle of how a good seed spreads, how it produces good fruit, and how gradually 
everything that disturbs growth dissolves, is easy to explain. I will show it with the example
of the effort to live love for Me, for your neighbour and for yourselves more honestly than 
before. In this way, you can see what is happening in and with the one who decides to live 
with Me.

Whoever begins to think about himself and his behaviour and comes to the realization and 
to the decision to want to change something bit by bit and finally more and more to the 
positive, has taken a first step towards changing his consciousness. This means that more
divine energy will flow to him than before, which will strengthen his soul and his person. 
His sensation will become more refined, his thinking will become clearer, and connections 
will become visible that he has not perceived before. An expansion of consciousness has 
begun.

The first answers rise up within him, and he begins to "see through", as you put it. Initial 
suspicions as to why he is on earth as a human being and where his goal lies, become a 
certainty. The desire arises and grows in him to reach this goal - Me, heaven, My love - 
and he understands that the way there is exclusively the way of love, because only the 
same attracts the same again.

And to the same extent that he experiences on his own body that the implementation of 
My Love-Commandment makes his soul brighter and his life easier, he also understands 
that all the things which his religion, world view or ideology has presented to him in the 
past as important and correct, become more and more unnecessary, because he feels 
how he approaches My Heart. He has understood and internalized that in heaven there 
are no salvation requirements invented by human beings. In his earthly life they may have 
for some time given him a certain feeling of security like a kind of corset, but they are 
losing more and more of their validity and meaning, when My love reaches out to man.

In this way, a process is set in motion that resembles the rise of the sun, while at the same
time the darkness of the night has to give way slowly. How long it lasts, depends on the 
seriousness - paired with longing and joy - and on the willpower of the human being. But it 



does not play the decisive role, whether several incarnations pass over it, or whether 
humans take these important steps in one lifetime. The most helpful motivation is the love 
for Me, even if it resembles a small seed in the beginning.

This principle applies to all religions. Therefore, according to the teachings of Jesus, love 
can also be built into all views and conceptions without immediately breaking up their 
building of faith, and without the people still arrested in it, having to give up their partly 
dogmatic faith based on traditions.

The fruits of lived love are called among other things tolerance, knowledge and 
wisdom and lead sooner or later always to the voluntary abandonment of old, 
binding doctrines; be it still in life or in the afterlife on the "Jacob's ladder", which 
every soul must climb.

In this way, little by little, My free love-teaching should and could also have gained a 
foothold with the followers of other religions. "Look how they love each other" would have 
become reality, although not immediately, not overnight. But a far more stable foundation 
for a continuous upward development would have arisen than that which has been built on
wavering ground by the innumerable churches and faith communities calling themselves 
Christian, which furthermore vehemently contradict each other in their teaching - which 
they pretend to be My teaching.

*

And now, My sons and daughters, take your minds back to the time that followed My life as
Jesus: the early years and decades that you call Original Christianity (3). A new mentality 
had come into the world; and even though the crowd of those who followed Me was not yet
very great, darkness still recognized the enormous explosive power of My commandments
and My instructions, which I illustrated in many parables and which all breathed the spirit 
of love and mercy. And they also saw the domino-effect (4), which was triggered by My 
followers.

To give up was and is not an option for the adversary. So did he sleep? Or simply watched 
his power dwindle, because more and more souls were entering into the light after the 
death of their bodies? Souls who had become strong and radiant because they fulfilled My 
commandment of love according to their possibilities and thus were no longer attainable 
for darkness? No, My and your adversary walked then and today "around like a roaring 
lion and seek whom he can devour", as it is written in your Scripture.

Once the phase of the first shock and temporary paralysis had been overcome, the satanic
forces moved on to counterattack. They used a multi-track strategy, combining the 
individual branches:

One track, which proved to be not very efficient in the long run, was called persecution 
with the aim of exterminating the new movement. It did not produce the desired result.

On another track they led My followers, who meanwhile called themselves Christians, to 
ally themselves with worldly power in the assumption that in the future they would be 
better protected from hostility; which was understandable in human terms, but 
nevertheless a catastrophic decision with regard to the spirit of My teaching.



Furthermore, they succeeded in building up an organization in the form of a church, which 
always has the disadvantage that such a secular-hierarchical one must be led, and that 
thereby there are "those up there" and "those down there". With this, they suppressed My 
direct guidance in the churches, replaced My Spirit with their spirit and based their 
intellectual doctrinal decisions and dogmas on a pseudo-religious authority.

The resulting organization brought Me under the influence of the opposing forces over the 
decades and centuries without their leaders even noticing. They accepted Me exclusively 
into their ranks, but not as Creator God. To make such a claim would have been too daring
and seemed untrustworthy. But there was nothing wrong with a son …

And now I speak to your mind or perhaps even your wisdom. For I want you to free 
yourselves from all the invisible shackles that have been put on you without your 
knowledge and will: Was that all that the darkness planned and carried out? Or was 
something still missing? A move with really profound and far-reaching consequences? 
Think for a moment …

The measures listed and carried out before, which were to hinder and prevent the 
spreading of My true teaching, did it for a while and will also still do it for a while, were in 
the long run, no guarantor for protection and expansion of the demonic sphere of power. It 
was necessary to create an instrument that would pretend to ignorant mankind that it was 
on the right path, but at the same time it would also lead to a standstill or even a step 
backwards; like a route description that leads the wanderer around in a circle and at the 
same time leaves him satisfied, because he moves and is in the fresh air.

But it is not enough for Me that My children have "exercise and fresh air"! My wish is that 
they know their goal and strive for it with the means I give them.

What could be better than to proclaim My Love Teaching to the unenlightened from a 
"sovereign point of view", so to speak as a substitute for what I Myself have to say to My 
human children? However, this was no longer the original, which seemed to many to be 
difficult to implement anyway. It was a "slimmed down" harmless variant, which was 
equipped with a lot of outward appearances and for better enforcement, also contained 
threats and an eternal damnation allegedly initiated by Me. Although fear is a bad adviser, 
it has always been a tried and tested means of asserting one's own interests in skillful 
hands.

I remind you that you have decided to see Me without ifs and buts and to 
acknowledge Me as Love! By the way, if you are looking for such and similar answers, it 
can always be helpful to ask yourself the question which forces act on him or her and 
determine his or her subsequent action. If they are not divine powers ...? What then?

In the following way, My children were and are prevented without their knowledge and 
consent from recognizing their burdens and lightening their souls:

Man brought in authoritative church princes and teachers to change, step by step and 
imperceptibly over many centuries, My description of the way leading to heaven. The 
influence succeeded with those who had a corresponding soul-structure, but who often did
not act with evil intent. But more or less pronounced character weaknesses - a bit of 
arrogance, intellectual wanting to shine, false ambition, lust for power, the desire for 
prestige and much more, are sufficient to offer darkness a surface to attack, a point at 



which it can begin. The infiltration was allowed to proceed slowly, for time does not play 
the major role.

The ways of thinking and behaving thus created by false teachings, have serious 
consequences as far as the spiritual development of My children is concerned.

Whoever consciously [decides] and endeavours in his everyday life to go by My hand, I 
lead him through self-knowledge, repentance and reparation and I am thereby an 
incomparable help to him.  With every step you take with Me, with every loving gesture 
and action, with every request for forgiveness, with every readiness to forgive, with every 
intimate turn to Me, with every overcoming of a human weakness, with every use of My 
love-power in you - the Christ-spark - you are moving away more and more from the 
sphere of influence of evil. And when you end this life on earth, and enter the hereafter, 
then you are a largely cleansed soul. You are then on the way to Me and can no longer be 
brought back by forces that want to hold you. The negative vibrations of dark spheres can 
no longer reach you. The darkness has lost you.

They are afraid of that, they had to and must prevent it by all means, by trying to make 
everyone give in to their human mistakes and weaknesses throughout their lives. Their 
permanent attacks therefore often make it difficult or even impossible for My human 
children, despite good intentions, to walk the way I have marked out with conviction and 
full trust. Whereby it doesn't bother the other side if you live the "slimmed down" version of 
My love-teachings at the same time.

In many cases the souls then remain after their transition in ethereal astral regions, which 
only allow further development under difficult conditions, so that the souls decide to 
incarnate again: on the one hand with the chance to do better this time - on the other 
hand, with the risk to burden themselves again.

In any case, the negative forces see it as a possibility to actively strive for every human 
being, because with an incarnation, a soul enters its domain. And those who are 
unenlightened or unaware, are pushed back and forth like a figure on a chessboard 
without knowing their role, which they ignorantly play.

*

I have given you a small overview of the greatness of My love. The same love, though not 
in its infinity, is carried in each one of you, even those who fight against Me and you with 
unrelenting hardness. They too are My beloved children and your brothers and sisters, 
whom you all know from former times and with whom you will all once again live united.

Closing eyes and ears to what is or will come, is unsuitable as a solution. Not to want to 
know, because one does not want to admit the unpleasant, or because it would possibly 
require consequences, can never be founded in love; nor remain silent either, when - 
metaphorically speaking - the thunder roll can already be heard and the glow of fire can 
already be seen on the horizon.

That is why it is not too easy for you to hear the argument: "There may have been a 
change in doctrine”. But at least that way we have a clue. Otherwise we would have 
nothing.



That, My loved ones, is a fallacy. For if the original signpost had not been replaced 
by a fake one, you would still be in possession of the right one!

The more My human children recognize the earnestness in My revelations, and the more 
of them give Me their 'yes' not only in words but above all in and through the deed, the 
more a comprehensive expansion of consciousness will take place, and the faster the 
event of fall will approach its end - also when it will still take eons until all have found their 
way home again.

Anyone who strives for love in their environment, helps to make it clear to the dark forces 
that they cannot hold their position in the long run, and that the way into the light is open 
for them too. Because when they can fall back on less and less of their "energy suppliers" 
- on the souls over which they still exercise power - they will be forced to reconsider their 
situation and to take hold of My hand, which I also stretch out towards them since 
eternities. In this respect, each of your steps with which you approach My Light, also 
contributes to their redemption.

Amen

1) see Revelation of 10 and 27/9/2019

2)... But the land where Jesus lived in his day was called ... Israel and Judaea. It was still called this a 
hundred years after the death of Jesus. Only then, 135 years after Christ, did the land receive a new name: 
Palestine. After the suppression of the second Jewish uprising against Rome, led by Bar Kochba (13-135), 
Emperor Hadrian ordered this renaming "so that the name Israel and Judea may never again be 
remembered". Only from then on is Israel called Palestine.
(https://boasinfo.wordpress.com/2015/07/30/irrefuehrende-bezeichnung-palaestina-zur-zeit-jesu/) 

3) Jesus and his followers had not given themselves a name; others who called this group the 'sect of the 
Nazarenes' did so (Acts 24:5).

4) sequence of like or similar events triggered by an event.
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